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By Terry Brighton

Three Rivers Press (CA), United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. In Patton, Montgomery, Rommel, one of Britain s most accomplished military scholars
presents an unprecedented study of the land war in the North African and European theaters, as
well as their chief commanders--three men who also happened to be the most compelling dramatis
personae of World War II. Beyond spellbinding depictions of pivotal confrontations at El Alamein,
Monte Cassino, and the Ardennes forest, author-scholar Terry Brighton illuminates the personal
motivations and historical events that propelled the three men s careers: how Patton s, Montgomery
s, and Rommel s Great War experiences helped to mold their style of command--and how, exactly,
they managed to apply their arguably megalomaniacal personalities (and hitherto unrecognized
political acumen and tact) to advance their careers and strategic vision. Opening new avenues of
inquiry into the lives and careers of three men widely profiled by scholars and popular historians
alike, Brighton definitively answers numerous lingering and controversial questions: Was Patton
really as vainglorious in real life as he was portrayed to be on the silver screen?--and how did his
tireless advocacy of mechanized cavalry forever change the face of war? Was...
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This publication is fantastic. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like just how the author write this publication.
-- Ha r m on Wa tsica  II--  Ha r m on Wa tsica  II

This composed pdf is wonderful. Indeed, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Sim eon Leg r os Sr .-- Sim eon Leg r os Sr .
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